
 
From Shoot to Podcast with V-Station HD 

Whether creating a multi-cam live event podcast or shooting for post-production podcasts, V-Station HD 

Multi-Channel DVR Systems provide the content creator/producer with a rich set of tools to easily do 

either or both of these types of productions. The V-Station HD workflow has been designed to make it 

easy, require fewer personnel, and cut costs for multi-cam podcast productions.  

V-Station HD systems can not only record up to 8 camera angles at the same time during a live event, 

but also provide editing on-the-fly and streaming of the live production to YouTube Live, Facebook Live, 

or sending a point-to-point RTSP/RTMP stream to another location. In fact, the V-Station HD Studio4 and 

Studio8 models, in addition to streaming the live program, allow multi-channel streaming of up to 8 

channels of camera feeds at the same time. If there is no internet connection at the live event, V-Station 

HD’s built-in YouTube and FTP uploader can be used to send the pre-recorded line-cut video to your 

broadcast server after the event wraps. 

V-Station HD workflow – Designed for Flexibility & Speed 
V-Station HD Multi-Channel DVR Systems provide multiple ways to do a live production. With built-in 

H.264 encoding, the live switched program can be streamed to the viewer as well as all of the individual 

channels (Studio4/8 models), simultaneously. No external 3rd party encoder or streamer box is required. 

The diagram below depicts several paths for live production. 
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Multi-Channel Synchronized Recording 
V-Station HD Multi-Channel DVR Systems provide the ability to shoot for post-production, whether or 

not you wish to live stream the event. V-Station HD’s AutoProducer® feature allows either making your 

edit decisions on-the-fly at the live event, or afterwards, because all channels are recording in sync for 

later playback & editing. The diagram below shows this workflow. 

 

AutoProducer® 
V-Station’s HD AutoProducer feature is a versatile switcher and editing tool in one, built-in with the V-

Station HD systems. It allows creating a line-cut video of the program (see below) when editing-on-the-

fly, and also creating an edit decision list that can later be used for re-editing the event. The line-cut is a 

separate additional video recording of the switched program created during the event.  The line-cut can 

be sent (uploaded) directly to YouTube or to a private FTP site after the event if there was no internet 

connection at the time of the shoot.  Thus, including the 4 or 8 channel recordings,  up to 5 video tracks 

(Pro4+, Studio4 models) or up to 9 Video tracks (Studio8 model) can later be used in post-production to 

either adjust the cuts or even re-cut the entire shoot. 

 



Sharing the Content on YouTube or Private FTP Site 
V-Station HD’s built-in Share feature (below) facilitates direct upload of the produced content (line-cut 

video) to YouTube or any of several user defined FTP sites without having to re-encode the video first. 

 

Keeping Everything Organized 
All V-Station HD Systems keep your video files, edit decision lists, playlists, logs precisely organized into 

“Projects” which are managed by the built-in SQL database server. This makes it easy to find and 

playback any of the prior projects, or even add more content to an existing project that may be in 

progress.  

 

In addition, it makes it easy to transfer all the project information and data to another location or NLE.  



 

Film-Style Video Production 
V-Station HD’s advanced project management capabilities keep track of each shot, by Reel, Scene, Shot, 

and Take numbering. So, for more elaborate shoots, or film style production, its built-in shot 

management takes care of this automatically and provides a complete shot list at the end of the shoot. 

 

Studio Companion/Studio PostTools Software Packages 
As an optional add-on for V-Station HD users—or for use as a separate application on a Windows PC—

these two V-Station HD software products provide a versatile set of tools to re-create the shoot from 

the multi-cam recorded videos and re-cut the production in multiple ways using AutoProducer for 



synchronized playback and editing. In addition, these tools allow segmenting videos, tagging with notes, 

and rendering in various formats/resolutions. You can work offline and free up the V-Station HD Multi-

Channel DVR System to record and stream other events. 

 

For Multi-Cam Applications In Business, Government, & Academia 

 

Designed Fast & Efficient Podcast Creation 
This tech brief was intended to provide a brief glimpse into V-Station HD’s myriad features/capabilities 

and how they can take you from “shoot to podcast” quickly and easily. For a live demonstration (online 

immersion), please contact us via the following link: www.futurevideo.tv/go-vstation-online-demo. 

Note: Features and capabilities may vary depending on the V-Station HD model. 

http://www.futurevideo.tv/go-vstation-online-demo

